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Secure Agility demonstrates commitment to information security and
business continuity with ISO certifications.
We are excited to announce that Secure Agility has been officially certified to the international standards:
ISO 27001 and ISO 22301. These ISO standards are awarded only to organisations that exhibit a
commitment to improving the standard of information security and business continuity in all aspects of their
business and will see Secure Agility better prepared for future challenges in a dynamic
technological environment.

To achieve this, Secure Agility underwent a rigorous audit from third-party certifier Best Practice
Certification. CEO of Best Practice, Kobi Simmat said he was delighted to see another organisation take
the protection of its own and its customer's information seriously.

"In 2019, it's more dangerous than ever operating online," he said. "I don't see a situation improving at allin fact, as every day goes by, the threat of our information being corrupted, given away or stolen grows
significantly. Secure Agility has proven that they're taking the protection of customer data seriously, which
is invaluable in today's operating environment."

Gaining the ISO certifications has been a transformational process for Secure Agility, says CEO David
Abouhaidar: "When I joined Secure Agility last year, I knew that gaining ISO27001 accreditation was critical
in really advancing our capability. As governors of other organisation’s data and information, it is so
important for us to adopt the rigor and processes that will keep our own information safe." Secure Agility
Director of Technology Charlie Tannous added “ISO27001 accreditation now lays the basis for some
exciting initiatives in security and cloud services that we’ll be revealing soon.”

Data breaches are a daily occurrence these days- however, with ISO 27001 certification, Secure Agility
now finds itself in a more adaptable and attractive position in terms of its processes surrounding data
protection. Companies can only be signed-off for certification when they exhibit a commitment to the
principles of the internationally-governed standard and make a commitment to consistently improve their
security processes.

The process was driven at Secure Agility by CISO Sarah Dewan who commented “We’ve been through a
rigorous process that has really forced us as a company to re-evaluate our whole approach to risk and
raising awareness, not just information security. It was a pleasure to work with Kobi and his team.”
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